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Justification for Greenhouse Gas Emissions  
Thresholds of Significance 

 
 

 

Executive Summary 

 

The Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District (SMAQMD), along with a 

committee of air districts in the Sacramento Region1 recognized the need to establish 

recommended greenhouse gas (GHG) thresholds.  The thresholds provide a uniform 

scale to measure the significance of land use and stationary source projects under the 

California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 2
  and enable the region to meet the Global 

Warming Solutions Act (AB32) goal of lowering emissions to 1990 levels by 2020.  Air 

districts already provide recommended thresholds for criteria pollutants.  

 

Staff objectives when developing the GHG thresholds included:  ensuring ease of 

implementation; maximizing the use of adequate, standard analytic tools; and ensuring 

projects include any mitigation measures necessary to meet AB32 goals. 

 

The thresholds committee utilized guidance from the California Air Pollution Control 

Officers Association (CAPCOA) to develop threshold concepts. The goal was to develop 

thresholds that would ensure that 90 percent of the emissions from proposed stationary 

source and land development projects would be reviewed to assess the need for 

additional mitigation measures.  According to guidance issued by the California Air 

Pollution Control Officer’s Association (CAPCOA), reviewing 90 percent of the proposed 

projects should be sufficient to meet AB32 goals.  In addition, that level permits smaller 

projects to avoid the cost of additional analysis and potential mitigation obligations.  For 

projects with emissions above the threshold, proponents must incorporate mitigation 

                                                           
1
 Air districts in the region include El Dorado County AQMD, Placer County APCD, Feather River AQMD, Yolo-

Solano AQMD and SMAQMD. 
2
 California Public Resources Code, §21000 et. seq., 
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measures necessary to meet the AB32 requirements for reducing GHG emissions to 

1990 levels by 2020.  The thresholds committee has included a construction emissions 

threshold so GHG emissions from that sector are not overlooked. 

 

Staff recommends that the Board of Directors adopt the following GHG significance 

thresholds: 

 Stationary source projects subject to CEQA – 10,000 direct metric tons of CO2e3 

per year. 

 Operational phase of land development projects subject to CEQA –1,100 metric 

tons of CO2e per year.  

 Construction phase of projects subject to CEQA – 1,100 metric tons of CO2e per 

year. 

 

The Board of Directors is also being asked to find that projects located in a jurisdiction 

with an adopted climate action plan (CAP) or greenhouse gas reduction plan (GHGRP) 

that meets the requirements of CEQA Guidelines section 15183.5 (b) may demonstrate 

consistency with the jurisdiction’s CAP or GHGRP in lieu of applying the GHG thresholds.  

Additionally, a project located in a jurisdiction with its own adopted CEQA GHG 

thresholds of significance would apply the local jurisdiction threshold rather than the 

SMAQMD’s thresholds. 

 

Background and Purpose 

 

SMAQMD has the primary responsibility for the development, implementation, 

monitoring, and enforcement of air pollution control strategies, including motor vehicle 

use reduction measures in Sacramento County. 4  The SMAQMD represents the citizens 

of the County, including its cities, in influencing the decisions of other public and private 

agencies whose actions may have an adverse impact on air quality.  Since the region 

                                                           
3
 CO2e stands for carbon dioxide equivalent units. 

4
 California Health and Safety Code, Division 26, Part 3, Chapter 11, Article 2, §40961 
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does not meet the federal ozone standards and is a severe ozone nonattainment area, 

our efforts have focused on agency decisions that could impact ozone precursor 

emissions, including nitrogen oxide, volatile organic compounds, and particulate matter.  

We have concentrated on transportation and land use projects decisions and CEQA 

analyses, because motor vehicles account for over 70 percent of the ozone precursor 

emissions in our jurisdiction.  We intend to take a similar, transportation-oriented 

approach to reducing GHG emissions, because the transportation sector is responsible 

for almost 36 percent of the GHG inventory in California.5  Sacramento County’s GHG 

inventory6 identifies on-road transportation contributing 42.4 percent and residential 

energy use contributing 19.7 percent.  By reducing vehicular trips and vehicle miles 

traveled and recommending energy efficiency measures through our involvement in the 

planning process, we will reduce both regional ozone levels and global GHG emissions.  

 

This document, Justification for Greenhouse Gas Emissions Thresholds of Significance, 

provides substantial evidence to support the SMAQMD’s thresholds of significance for 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. The thresholds will be recommended for use by lead 

agencies (including SMAQMD) in Sacramento County when reviewing GHG emissions 

from development projects under CEQA.  The thresholds would not generally apply to 

lead agencies that have adopted their own thresholds or have an adopted CAP or 

GHGRP in place.   

 

The California Global Warming Solutions Act (AB32), signed into law in September 

2006, required statewide GHG emissions to be reduced to 1990 levels by 2020.7 AB32 

establishes regulatory, reporting, and market mechanisms to achieve this goal and 

provides guidance to help attain quantifiable reductions in emissions efficiently, without 

limiting population and economic growth.  Although not currently included in state law, 

                                                           
5
2012 CA GHG Inventory:  http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/inventory/data/tables/ghg_inventory_scopingplan_00-

12_2014-03-24.pdf 
6
 Sacramento County Climate Action Plan, November 9, 2011:  

http://www.green.saccounty.net/Documents/sac_030843.pdf 
7
 California Health & Safety Code, §§38501-38574- 

http://www.green.saccounty.net/Documents/sac_030843.pdf
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Executive Order S-3-058 set an ultimate goal for California to reduce GHG emissions to 

80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050. 

 

CEQA requires lead agencies to identify potentially significant environmental impacts of 

projects they intend to carry out or approve, and to mitigate significant effects 

whenever feasible. Although AB32 did not amend CEQA, it identified the many 

environmental problems caused by global warming.9  Senate Bill 9710 went a step 

further by requiring the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research to amend the CEQA 

Guidelines to require that the affects of GHG emissions be analyzed and that feasible 

mitigation be identified for projects. 

 

The California Air Resources Board (CARB) is primarily responsible for implementing 

AB32.  CARB adopted a Scoping Plan in 200811 that outlined actions necessary to 

reduce GHG emissions. The Scoping Plan estimated that California would need to 

reduce emissions by 29 percent from a “business as usual” (BAU) scenario to attain 

AB32 goals.  “Business as usual” refers to the level of GHG pollutants a project would 

emit if it was designed according to regulatory requirements in place in 1990.      

 

Numerous aspects of the SMAQMD’s work relate to climate change and GHG emissions. 

Accordingly, the SMAQMD’s Board of Directors adopted a Climate Change Protection 

Program on March 23, 2006, that directed the district to address climate change 

through outreach and education, data collection and analysis, technical assistance, 

participation in the Climate Action Registry, review and comment on proposed 

legislation, and by providing support and leadership for local efforts in Sacramento 

County and the region to reduce emissions and implement mitigation measures. 

                                                           
8
 http://gov38.ca.gov/index.php?/print-version/executive-order/1861/ 

9
 California Health & Safety Code, Section 38501 

10
 Senate Bill 97, Dutton, added Sections 21083.05 and 21097 to the California Public Resources Code, August 24, 

2007 
11

 AB32 required CARB to adopt a Scoping Plan to describe the approach California will take to reduce greenhouse 

gases to achieve the goal of reducing emissions to 1990 levels by 2020:  The Scoping Plan can be downloaded at 

http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/scopingplan/scopingplan.htm. 

http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/scopingplan/scopingplan.htm
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SMAQMD staff review of land development and transportation projects, and associated 

CEQA analyses, were immediately impacted by the adoption of AB32 and amendments 

to CEQA requiring GHG analysis and mitigation.  

 

Although CEQA requires agencies to analyze and mitigate potentially significant project 

impacts, neither CEQA12 nor its implementing guidelines13 establish specific significance 

thresholds.  The Act and Guidelines do encourage local agencies to adopt significance 

thresholds14, which are defined as an identifiable quantitative, qualitative or 

performance levels established to measure an environmental effect.15 If a project 

cannot meet the performance level, agencies may determine that the impact is 

significant; conversely, if a project can meet the performance level, the agency may 

determine that the impact is less than significant.   

 

Many local jurisdictions have asked the SMAQMD to establish GHG significance 

thresholds to assist them in conducting environmental reviews of local projects under 

CEQA.  SMAQMD already provides thresholds of significance for criteria pollutants for 

similar purposes.  The SMAQMD recognizes the importance of and need for GHG 

thresholds to provide a uniform standard for quantifying the GHG significance.  

Currently many lead agencies determine GHG significance on a project-by-project basis, 

which is time consuming and can lead to inconsistencies, especially in relation to global 

climate change.  

 

Since air districts in the Sacramento region have a similar need to address GHG 

emissions from land development and stationary source permitting projects through the 

CEQA process, a regional air district GHG thresholds committee (Thresholds Committee) 

was formed in November 2009 to research and develop thresholds for both stationary 

source and land development projects. 

                                                           
12

 California Public Resources Code, Division 13 
13

 California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Chapter 3 
14

 California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Chapter 3, Section 15064.7 
15

 California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Chapter 3, Section 15064.7 
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As discussed below, the Thresholds Committee: 

 Reviewed existing land use development and stationary source thresholds from 

the Bay Area, South Coast, San Joaquin Valley and San Luis Obispo air districts. 

 Reviewed thresholds used by other non-air-district agencies. 

 Determined if existing thresholds around the state could be applied in the 

Sacramento region. 

 Developed thresholds that could be implemented in the Sacramento region. 

 

Review of Existing Air District Thresholds 

 

The committee began by reviewing GHG thresholds adopted or under consideration in 

other air districts.  CEQA allows a lead agency to consider thresholds of significance 

adopted or recommended by other public agencies or recommended by experts, as long 

as the decision of the lead agency to adopt the thresholds is supported by substantial 

evidence.16   

 

Bay Area AQMD 

The Bay Area AQMD developed GHG thresholds based on reductions needed to achieve 

the AB32 target. The analysis indicated the Bay Area needs to achieve an estimated 29 

percent reduction from projected BAU  emissions, based on CARB’s published GHG 

inventory at the time.17  The Bay Area AQMD calculated the expected emission 

reductions from implementing statewide measures identified in CARB’s Scoping Plan18  

and then did a “gap analysis” to determine the remaining emissions reductions  land 

development projects would need to achieve to reach the 29 percent overall reduction 

goal.   

                                                           
16

 California Health & Safety Code Section 15064.7 (c) 
17

 CARB periodically updates its GHG emission inventory, which impacts the estimated reduction level required to 

achieve the AB32 goal.  If state measures achieve higher reduction levels, the need for mitigation from individual 

projects may decline.     
18

 These include AB 1493, the Low Carbon Fuel Standard, Energy Efficiency Standards, the Renewable Portfolio 

Standard, Heavy/Medium Duty Vehicle Efficiency, Passenger Vehicle Efficiency, and Solar Roof. 
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The Bay Area reviewed three years of historical permit and emissions data, and set 

several thresholds, including 1,100 metric tons of CO2e per year for land development 

projects, 4.6 metric tons of CO2e per service population (employees plus residents) per 

year for general land development projects, and 6.6 metric tons of CO2e per service 

population per year for specific plans19.  The Bay Area AQMD reviewed historical land 

development projects in their region to forecast future land development when creating 

the thresholds.  The agency set the stationary source threshold  at 10,000 uncontrolled 

metric tons of CO2e per year based on the assumption that this threshold will ensure 

that  95 percent of GHG emissions will be reviewed to assess the need for additional 

mitigation.      

 

Construction emissions were not included in the Bay Area AQMD’s GHG thresholds 

development process. 

 

Although adopted in June 2010, the Bay Area AQMD’s thresholds were challenged in 

court and set aside in March 2012 pending review and compliance with CEQA.  The 

case is currently on appeal to the California Supreme Court. 20,21   

 

South Coast AQMD 

The South Coast AQMD staff also reviewed historical data and recommended several 

thresholds including:  

 1,400 metric tons of CO2e per year for commercial projects, 3,500 metric tons of 

CO2e per year for residential projects, and 3,000 metric tons of CO2e per year for 

mixed use projects; or  

                                                           
19

 The metric of per service population is a demonstration of GHG efficiency for a project, which is measured by 

taking total GHG emissions from the project and divided the emissions by the total population and number of 

employees in the project. 
20

 BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines, May 2012 accessed on 10/8/13 at 

http://www.baaqmd.gov/~/media/Files/Planning%20and%20Research/CEQA/BAAQMD%20CEQA%20Guidelines

_Final_May%202012.ashx?la=en 
21

 California Supreme Court Case S213478, http://www.courts.ca.gov/supremecourt.htm.   
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 3,000 metric tons of CO2e per year for all projects; or  

 4.6 metric tons of CO2e per service population per year for all land development 

projects and 6.6 metric tons of CO2e per year for specific and general plans.  

 

The mass threshold options were developed on the assumption that this threshold will 

ensure that 90 percent of GHG emissions will be reviewed to assess the need for 

additional mitigation. The service population option was consistent with the Bay Area 

AQMD analysis method.  None of these thresholds have been taken to the South Coast 

Board of Directors for approval.  

 

The South Coast AQMD Board did adopt a mass emission threshold of 10,000 metric 

tons of CO2e per year for stationary source projects in December 2008.  The intent of 

the stationary source analysis method was to ensure that 90 percent of GHG emissions 

from stationary sources will be reviewed to assess the need for additional mitigation.  

 

Although construction emissions were not part of the South Coast’s stationary source 

threshold adoption, preliminary discussions on the land development GHG thresholds 

included amortizing construction emissions over the life of a project and adding the 

construction emissions to the operational emissions. 

 

San Joaquin Valley Unified APCD 

San Joaquin Valley Unified APCD based its threshold on CARB’s 2008 AB32 Scoping 

Plan, which called for a 29 percent reduction in emissions from a BAU scenario.  This 

approach focused on obtaining emission reductions from all projects subject to CEQA.  

Land development and stationary source projects that meet Best Performance 

Standards (BPS)22 for controlling GHG emissions would be deemed to have a less than 

significant cumulative impact on climate change.  The APCD is in the process of 

developing the BPS for various emission sources, including public review for each BPS.   

 
                                                           
22

 http://www.valleyair.org/Programs/CCAP/bps/Fact_Sheet_Development_Sources.pdf  

http://www.valleyair.org/Programs/CCAP/bps/Fact_Sheet_Development_Sources.pdf
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Construction emissions were not discussed in the San Joaquin Valley Unified APCD’s 

GHG threshold development process. 

 

San Luis Obispo APCD  

San Luis Obispo APCD adopted GHG thresholds in 2012.  The APCD followed the same 

development process used by the Bay Area AQMD. The APCD adopted a stationary 

source threshold of 10,000 metric tons of CO2e per year and a land use development 

threshold of 1,150 metric tons of CO2e per year or an efficiency threshold of 4.9 metric 

tons of CO2e per year service population. 

 

Construction GHG emissions from land development projects are calculated, amortized 

over the life of the project, and added to the operational emissions. 

 

Review of Other Agency Thresholds  

 

Other agencies (County of Sacramento, County of San Diego, and City of Davis, for 

example) have adopted or are in the process of developing GHG thresholds. Non-air 

district agencies generally develop thresholds based on local emissions inventory data 

or only target one segment of the GHG emissions inventory. Consequently it would be 

difficult to adapt these thresholds to a different geographical area or to all project types 

and sizes.   

 

Developing Thresholds for the Sacramento Region 

 

Land Use Development Projects 

The Threshold Committee determined that none of the existing land use development 

GHG emissions thresholds adopted in the state could be directly applied in the 

Sacramento region. The Bay Area, South Coast and San Luis Obispo air districts’ 

thresholds were based on land development trends and emissions inventories within 

their jurisdictions, while the San Joaquin air district approach would require an 
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extensive undertaking to develop best performance standards for the Sacramento 

region.  The Threshold Committee considered a per capita methodology, but found that 

it would not be practical for lead agencies. 23  As a result, the Thresholds Committee 

took a different approach to develop the following Sacramento region thresholds.  

 

Land Use Threshold Methodology 

The Thresholds Committee developed a clear, understandable threshold that will ensure 

that 90 percent of emissions from projects in the region are reviewed to determine the 

need for additional mitigation.  Projects captured by the threshold would be required to 

fully analyze emissions and provide feasible mitigation consistent with the AB32 

requirement to reduce GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020.  In the future, SMAQMD 

staff will have to consider California’s ultimate goal to reduce GHG emissions to 80 

percent below 1990 levels by 2050 in project analysis and mitigation.  Additional 

information on the 2050 goal and interim milestones is forthcoming from CARB.    

 

AB32 seeks to reduce GHG emissions without limiting the state’s population and 

economic growth.  Consequently, the Threshold Committee sought to capture only 

those projects that are necessary to meet AB32 goals.  Ultimately, the 90 percent rate 

will ensure small projects, which generally have low emission levels, would not be 

considered significant.  These small projects will still be required to reduce their GHG 

emissions because they must comply with state and local regulations that require 

energy efficiency and transportation infrastructure improvements.   

 

CAPCOA’s white paper, CEQA & Climate Change,24 describes one potential method for 

setting a threshold that would exempt small projects from the requirement to analyze 

and mitigate GHG emissions.  Although based on a small sample size (a set of projects 

from Los Angeles, Pleasanton, Dublin and Livermore), the white paper suggests that 

                                                           
23

 Details on the Threshold Committee’s application of a per capita threshold are included in Appendix C. 
24

 CEQA & Climate Change, Evaluating and Addressing Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Project Subject to the 

California Environmental Quality Act, January 2008, CAPCOA. http://www.capcoa.org/wp-

content/uploads/2012/03/CAPCOA-White-Paper.pdf.  

http://www.capcoa.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/CAPCOA-White-Paper.pdf
http://www.capcoa.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/CAPCOA-White-Paper.pdf
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projects emitting 900 metric tons of CO2e per year could be an effective benchmark. 

This level would ensure that 90 percent of GHG emissions are reviewed to assess the 

need for additional mitigation.  The 900 metric tons of CO2e per year threshold is 

roughly equivalent to 52 residential dwelling units, a 59,300 square foot office, 28,400 

square feet of general retail, or a 12,200 square foot supermarket, according to the 

analysis.    

 

Using 900 metric tons of CO2e per year as the threshold, the Threshold Committee 

analyzed 74 representative projects within our region.  Project types included 

residential, commercial, civic, and mixed-use developments of various sizes.  The 

analysis showed that the 900 metric tons CO2e per year threshold would ensure that 77 

percent of the land use projects in the Sacramento region would be reviewed and 

analyzed for additional mitigation.  The Thresholds Committee estimates that although 

only 77 percent of the projects would be analyzed when the 900 metric ton threshold is 

applied, over 95 percent of the emissions from land use projects would be reviewed, 

which exceeds the 90 percent target.   

 

Threshold Committee members recognized that the 900 metric ton threshold could be 

viewed as placing development in our region at a disadvantage, since it might appear to 

be a more stringent standard than the 1,100 metric ton threshold set by the Bay Area 

AQMD.  To determine whether the threshold could be set at 1,100 metric tons while still 

ensuring adequate reductions, the Threshold Committee analyzed the same 74 

representative projects at the 1,100 metric ton level.  The analysis showed that if the 

1,100 metric tons CO2e per year threshold is used, 73 percent of the land use projects 

would be required to analyze and potentially mitigate GHG emissions.  This is just 4 

percent lower than the 900 metric ton threshold.  And the Thresholds Committee 

estimated that the 1,100 metric ton level would still ensure the review of over 95 

percent of the emissions from land development projects.  Consequently, we 

recommend adopting the 1,100 rather than 900 metric tons as the threshold.  The 

project list and analysis is included in Appendix A.  
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Once a lead agency determines that a project exceeds the 1,100 metric tons CO2e per 

year threshold, the project proponent would be required to either mitigate below the 

1,100 threshold or show that the project mitigation strategies will reduce emissions 

consistent with AB32 goals. 

 

To determine the quantity of the emissions reductions necessary to attain AB32 goals, 

the Threshold Committee relied on the emission reduction targets established under 

CARB’s August 2011 re-adopted Scoping Plan,25 which projected GHG emissions in 2020 

under a “business-as-usual” (BAU)26,27 scenario, and compared them to levels that will 

be necessary to reduce emissions to the 1990 levels. CARB calculated that a reduction 

of 21.7 percent from 2020 BAU emissions is required for California to reach 1990 

emissions levels.  Thus, a land development project would have to show a 21.7 percent 

reduction in GHG emissions to demonstrate emission reductions consistent with AB32. 

 

In May 2014, CARB adopted its First Update to the Climate Change Scoping Plan.  

Chapter IV of the updated Scoping Plan includes recalculated 2020 GHG emissions BAU 

scenario and 1990 GHG emissions levels (which sets the 2020 emissions limit) using the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report global 

                                                           
25

 Originally the Scoping Plan called for a 29% reduction in BAU emissions. 
26

A “business-as-usual” (BAU) scenario does not take into account any reductions from GHG reduction measures 

included in the Scoping Plan.  It is a projection of GHG emissions in the future if one assumes that California does 

not adopt any measures to reduce GHG emissions. Some agencies proposed using BAU to measure a project’s 

impacts under CEQA, and several entities objected to that approach, because it does not reflect baseline conditions 

at the time a project is proposed.  This Guidance does not contemplate using the BAU to assess impacts.  Instead, we 

are using the BAU approach to assess the level of required mitigation.  Under this approach, whatever a project’s 

GHG emissions are when compared to the CEQA baseline, the emissions are adequately mitigated if they meet 

AB32 reduction objectives.  To distinguish this mitigation-based approach, we have called the analysis a “No Action 

Taken” scenario.   

 
27

The Final Supplement to the AB32 Scoping Plan Functional Equivalent Document (FED) (Final Supplement) was 

prepared on August 19, 2011, to address a California State trial court finding that the original FED prepared for the 

Scoping Plan was not sufficient for informed decision-making and public review under CEQA. In the Final 

Supplement, an updated “Proposed Scoping Plan” was developed since the Scoping Plan must be reconsidered by 

the CARB. The “Proposed Scoping Plan” for reconsideration has a few modifications including a revision to the 

2020 BAU forecast.  The BAU forecast was adjusted in part to account for the challenging economic conditions in 

California.   
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warming potentials.  The 2020 limit changed to 431 million metric tons of CO2e and the 

2020 BAU changed to 509 million metric tons of CO2e.  Although the needed reduction 

to meet 1990 levels in the Updated Scoping Plan is calculated as 15.3 percent, the 

recommended mitigation level for the thresholds of 21.7 percent is not currently being 

modified because the modeling tools used for CEQA analysis do not currently use the 

IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report global warming potentials.  SMAQMD staff along with 

the Thresholds Committee will review the 15.3 percent once the modeling tools are 

updated. 

 

Projects will be able to demonstrate that they achieve a substantial portion of these 

reductions by complying with state measures adopted after AB32.  To determine 

whether additional emission reductions would still be required to meet the AB32 goals, 

the Thresholds Committee enlisted the assistance of ENVIRON International Corporation 

(ENVIRON), an environmental consulting firm that has prepared GHG emissions 

analyses for numerous land development projects in California.  ENVIRON developed a 

method to compare GHG emissions for a proposed land development project first under 

a well-defined no-action-taken scenario (NAT), and then with state regulations and 

locally mandated mitigation measures.  If a project can show a 21.7 percent GHG 

emissions reduction compared to the NAT scenario, then the project is consistent with 

AB32.  ENVIRON’s analysis, which used the California Emissions Estimator Model 

(CalEEMod),28 is included as Appendix B.   

 

The Thresholds Committee analyzed 21 representative projects from the Sacramento 

region and compared their emissions to the NAT scenarios to determine if 21.7 percent 

emissions reduction could be achieved to show AB32 consistency, as described above.  

Using CalEEMod29, staff modeled project emissions in 2020 with mitigation measures 

                                                           
28

 CalEEMod is the modeling tool recommended by air districts for analyzing emissions from land development 

projects.  The model, user’s guide and other documentation can be downloaded from www.caleemod.com  
29

 CalEEMod version 2013.2.2 was used to model NAT scenario emissions.  Version 2013.2 was used to model 

project scenario emissions. 

http://www.caleemod.com/
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and under the NAT scenario.  If a project had no known mitigation measures, the 

analysis assumed two baseline measures:  

 15 percent higher energy efficiency than Title 24 requirements, and  

 low-flow water fixtures. 

These baseline measures were chosen since they are money saving features a 

prospective building owner might find desirable and are therefore likely to be included 

as part of a project. 

 

The modeling showed that after mitigation measures were considered, ten of the 21 

projects did not meet the 21.7 percent reduction target.  These projects would be 

required to achieve on average an additional 4 percent reduction in emissions to meet 

the 21.7 percent target.  The Threshold Committee considered these levels of additional 

reductions to be reasonable in light of the importance of achieving the AB32 goals.    

The project list with emissions estimates is included in Appendix A. 

 

Construction Activities 

Although construction emissions are generally a smaller portion of the GHG inventory 

compared to operational emissions (for example, construction emissions are 1,100 

metric tons per year for 2 years at the threshold level, while operational emissions are 

1,100 metric tons per year for 30 years at the threshold level), CEQA requires agencies 

to analyze construction emissions and to mitigate the emissions to the extent feasible if 

the analysis demonstrates that emissions will be significant.   There are two types of 

construction projects:  construction of infrastructure projects (i.e., levees, pipelines, 

roadways) and construction associated with a land use development project.   

 

The Threshold Committee reviewed emissions data for 19 infrastructure projects 

occurring in Sacramento County over a three year period and compared the projects to 

the 1,100 metric ton CO2e per year threshold developed for land development projects 

to determine if the land development threshold could be applied to infrastructure 

projects and meet a 90 percent emissions capture rate.  Applying the 1,100 metric ton 
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level for infrastructure projects would have ensured the review of 75 percent of the 

construction-related emissions.    Although this does not meet the 90 percent emissions 

rate goal, the Threshold Committee recommends using the 1,100 metric ton level as the 

construction emissions threshold for infrastructure projects to be consistent with the 

land development threshold. This is based on a recognition that infrastructure projects 

provide a public benefit.  The list of infrastructure projects is included in Appendix A. 

 

The 1,100 metric tons of CO2e threshold will also be applied to construction GHG 

emissions associated with land development projects in order to maintain a consistent 

threshold for GHG emissions. 

 

Currently, there are limited options to mitigate construction GHG emissions on-site. 

After applying on-site mitigation, a project may consider amortizing the construction 

emissions over the life of the project and adding the emissions to the operational GHG 

emissions.  The Thresholds Committee will continue to research construction mitigation 

options.   

 

Analysis and mitigation exemptions 

A few project types are exempt from GHG emissions analysis and mitigation.  Land 

development projects that are statutorily or categorically exempt from CEQA 

requirements are not required to conduct a GHG review or to mitigate GHG emissions30.    

 

The Threshold Committee also recommends exempting projects from the GHG 

mitigation requirements if the project is consistent with a qualified climate action plan31 

(CAP) or GHGRP that has been reviewed under CEQA and adopted by an agency after 

public review32.  The CEQA analysis for a project tiering from a CAP must describe in 

                                                           
30

 California Code of Regulations, Title 14, section 15260 et seq.  (Statutory Exemptions) and section 15300 et seq.  

(Categorical Exemptions) 
31

 A Climate Action Plan is a planning/policy document that is used to guide an agency or community in reducing its 

greenhouse gas emissions over a period of time. 
32

 California Code of Regulations, Title 14, section 15183.5 (b) 
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detail the project’s consistency with the qualified CAP and identify the specific emission 

mitigations, policies, or strategies in the CAP that apply to the project. Showing 

consistency with a CAP is the preferred method for a land development project to 

comply with CEQA and contribute to GHG reductions. 

 

Stationary Sources 

There has been some consistency among California air districts in the development of 

GHG thresholds of significance for stationary sources.  The Bay Area, South Coast and 

San Luis Obispo air districts adopted a threshold of 10,000 metric tons of CO2e per year 

for stationary source permitting.  SMAQMD and Threshold Committee members 

determined that consistency with other air districts was important to address a global 

problem and provide a level playing field for industry.   

 

The CAPCOA white paper, CEQA & Climate Change33 indicated that stationary source 

significance thresholds could be developed by establishing a threshold that ensures 90 

percent of the GHG emissions from projects are reviewed and assessed to determine 

whether additional mitigation is necessary.  The Bay Area, South Coast and San Luis 

Obispo air districts utilized a minimum of 90 percent emissions rate to set their 

stationary source thresholds at 10,000 metric tons of CO2e per year.   

 

SMAQMD staff reviewed the active stationary source permits in 2011 and the total 

direct GHG emissions from those permitted sources.  Because the SMAQMD 

jurisdictional area does not have a heavy industrial presence, only about 2 percent of 

SMAQMD’s permitted sources (73 out of 4,211) had annual GHG emissions over 10,000 

metric tons.  But this 2 percent accounted for 83 percent of the total emissions from all 

permits.   Reviewing 90 percent of the stationary source GHG emissions would require 

dropping the threshold to 1,933 metric tons per year, a far more stringent threshold 

than proposed by any other jurisdiction.   
                                                           
33

 CEQA & Climate Change, Evaluating and Addressing Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Project Subject to the 

California Environmental Quality Act, January 2008, CAPCOA. http://www.capcoa.org/wp-

content/uploads/2012/03/CAPCOA-White-Paper.pdf.  

http://www.capcoa.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/CAPCOA-White-Paper.pdf
http://www.capcoa.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/CAPCOA-White-Paper.pdf
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Threshold Committee members recognized that proposing a stationary source threshold 

of 1,933 metric tons could be viewed as placing stationary sources in our region at a 

disadvantage, since it would be a more stringent standard than the 10,000 metric ton 

thresholds set by the South Coast, Bay Area and San Luis Obispo air districts.  

Considering the 10,000 metric tons threshold would capture 83 percent of the emissions 

(only 7 percent less than the 90 percent goal) and remain consistent with other air 

districts in the state, SMAQMD staff recommends selecting 10,000 metric tons as the 

stationary source threshold.  Additionally, 10,000 metric tons is a level imposed on 

stationary sources requiring the reporting of emissions through CARB’s Mandatory GHG 

Reporting regulation34. 

 

The justification for recommending a stationary source threshold (10,000 metric tons) 

that is almost ten times higher than the land use development threshold (1,100 metric 

tons) is threefold.   

1. The on-road transportation and residential energy use sectors dominate the 

Sacramento County GHG inventory, contributing 62 percent.  GHG emissions 

from the industrial sector are not dominant, only a portion of the 18 percent 

commercial and industrial energy use sector are attributed to permitted 

stationary sources.35   

2.  As noted above, it is important economically to have a consistent threshold for 

stationary sources throughout California.   

3. The 10,000 metric ton level is consistent with CARB’s mandatory reporting level 

for stationary sources emitting GHG.       

 

 

 

                                                           
34

 California Code of Regulations Title 17, Division 3, Chapter 1, Subchapter 10, Article 2. 
35

 http://www.green.saccounty.net/Documents/sac_030843.pdf  

Sacramento County’s 2005 GHG inventory shows 42.4% GHG from on-road, 19.7% from residential energy use = 

62% 
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Public Review Process 

 

The SMAQMD met with local jurisdictions between August and December 2013, and 

held a public workshop on November 13, 2013, to introduce the GHG thresholds and to 

request comments.  The thresholds were presented to the North State Building Industry 

Association and the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research in February 2014.  The 

SMAQMD met with SMUD staff in March 2014 to respond to SMUD staff’s questions 

regarding the thresholds.  In May and June 2014, SMAQMD conducted outreach to local 

organizations such as the Environmental Council of Sacramento and Association of 

Environmental Professionals.  In August 2014, SMAQMD requested comments on the 

GHG thresholds concepts revised after the November 2013 workshop.   

 
Recommended Thresholds 

 

SMAQMD and the Threshold Committee members developed thresholds that: (i) can be 

easily implemented by jurisdictions and project proponents, (ii) use a standard analysis 

tool, and (iii) are consistent with AB 32 goals. The thresholds are:   

 

Stationary Sources:   

Operational impacts:   10,000 direct metric tons of CO2e per year 

 

Land Development Projects:   

Operational project impacts:  1,100 metric tons of CO2e per year. The 1,100 

metric tons of CO2e per year threshold is roughly equivalent to 54 residential 

dwelling units, 63,000 square feet of office space, 29,000 square feet of general 

retail space, or 12,500 square feet of supermarket space.   

 

All Construction Activities:  1,100 metric tons of CO2e per year. 
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Any project that exceeds the thresholds would be required to conduct a full GHG 

analysis and mitigate GHG emissions consistent with the AB32 goal of reducing GHG 

emissions to 1990 levels by 2020, which the 2011 CARB Scoping Plan estimates will 

require a 21.7 percent reduction from a no-action-taken scenario.  This 21.7 percent 

reduction target will be adjusted when future CARB Scoping Plans demonstrate an 

updated level of reductions is necessary to meet the 1990 target.  CARB is required to 

update the Plan every five years, and the updates will undergo a rigorous public 

process.  SMAQMD and Threshold Committee members will actively participate in the 

update processes.  Any changes in the percent reduction needed to achieve the 1990 

emissions levels through CARB’s update process would apply to the land use threshold 

mitigation reductions to remain consistent with AB32.  The 2014 Updated Scoping Plan 

indicated an inventory change which included using the IPCC’s Fourth Assessment 

Report global warming potentials.  Until the modeling tools used for CEQA analysis are 

updated to include the Fourth Assessment Report global warming potentials, the 21.7 

percent mitigation level won’t be modified. 

 

Staff recommends the SMAQMD Board authorize staff to automatically update the land 

use threshold mitigation reduction percent when the CARB Scoping Plan target 

reductions change.  This is similar to the approach for the criteria pollutant thresholds, 

which are automatically adjusted by staff when the California Ambient Air Quality 

Standards are adjusted by CARB.  SMAQMD staff will hold a public hearing prior to 

finalizing a change in the mitigation reduction percent. 

 

GHG Screening:  Land development projects that meet the criteria delineated below 

would not be required to adopt any additional mitigation:  
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 Land development projects that are statutorily or categorically exempt from 

CEQA36 would not be subject to the GHG threshold as they are not required to 

conduct a CEQA review.   

 

 Land development projects that are consistent with a climate action plan (CAP) 

or greenhouse gas emissions reduction plan (GHGRP) that has been publicly 

reviewed and adopted would not be subject to the GHG threshold37.  The 

project-level CEQA analysis must document in detail the project’s consistency 

with the qualified CAP. 

 

Conclusion 

 

To assist local jurisdictions and the air districts with AB32 and CEQA compliance, 

SMAQMD staff and Threshold Committee members undertook a process to develop 

thresholds of significance for GHG emissions.  Threshold Committee members reviewed 

existing thresholds, compared samples of local projects in the Sacramento region to 

draft thresholds, and developed recommended GHG thresholds for land use 

development, stationary source, and construction projects that would ensure review of 

more than 90 percent of land development project emissions, 83 percent of stationary 

source project emissions, and 75 percent of infrastructure construction emissions.  

 

As part of this process, SMAQMD staff and Threshold Committee members provided an 

opportunity for local jurisdictions and the public to review, and comment on, the 

recommended GHG thresholds.  SMAQMD staff requests that the Board of Directors 

consider the information provided in this Justification for Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

Threshold of Significance document and adopt the recommended thresholds for 

immediate use by jurisdictions and the SMAQMD when reviewing projects for CEQA 

compliance. 

                                                           
36

 California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Chapter 3, Articles 18 (Statutory Exemptions) and 19 (Categorical 

Exemptions) 
37

 California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Chapter 3, Section 15183.5 (b) 
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Sacramento Region GHG Thresholds Committee - Projects List - Land Use Threshold Level

Project 

Type
1 Air District Project Description Project Size2 Total unmitigated 

emissions3

Exempt using 

1100 MT/year or 

land use size 

equivalent?5

RES FeatherRiver Whatley 4 du 79.13                             yes

RES Sacramento Davis Property 17 du yes

RES El Dorado Ridgeview 44 du yes

RES Placer 50 lots 50 du 850.04                          yes

RES El Dorado 119 lot subdivision 119 du no

RES El Dorado El Dorado Retirement Residents 130 du 653.33                          yes

RES El Dorado Promontory 63 du 927.94                          yes

RES FeatherRiver Jeffrey Catlett Residential

spliting 244 and 121 acre parcels into 7 

parcels (21 to 115 acres) yes

RES FeatherRiver Unity Estates and Office Park

52 du age restricted condos, club house, 

office buildings no

RES FeatherRiver Aurora Street LLC splitting 85 acres into 9 parcels yes

RES Placer Ranch del Oro 89 du no

RES Placer 100 lots 100 du no

RES Placer Rocklin 60 179 du 3,043.14                       no

RES Placer West Oaks 282 du plus large lot no details yet 7,286.58                       no

RES Sacramento Barrett Ranch East

126 acres, 98.5 acres low density res., 15.7 

acres med density res. no

RES Sacramento Campus Crest Student Housing 224 multi family du, 604 parking spaces 1,858.59                       no

RES Sacramento Fairway Oaks 100 du, 10 acre park no

RES Sacramento Silverado Village SPA 660 du no

RES Sacramento Sun Grove Tent. Sub. Map (fka Bayless Condos) 162 du, 1 acre park, 19 total acres no

RES Sacramento River Oaks 358 du 4,728.69                       no

RES YoloSolano Hypo. Residential 325 du 5,234.81                       no

MU Sacramento The Creamery 217 du, retail, office, industry 4,403.02                       no

MU Sacramento Arboretum 3,926 du, retail, office, schools 88,207.42                     no

MU Sacramento Elverta Specific Plan 4,950 du, 43 ksf office, 163 ksf commercial no

MU Sacramento Folsom Blvd Transit Area Plans (TAPs)

Butterfield - 197 acres; Hazel - 36 acres 

TOD no

MU Sacramento Madeira East (Zehnder Ranch) 875 du, office and multifamily lots no

MU Sacramento Mather Airport Master Plan 2,875 acres, industrial, office, airport no

MU Sacramento Mather Specific Plan Amendment aka Mather Field 1,259 acres, industrial, university, 2530 du no

MU Sacramento Murieta Gardens I and II

95 du, 83 room hotel, 111.2 ksf shopping 

center no

MU Sacramento NewBridge Specific Plan 1,095 acres, residential and mixed uses no

MU Sacramento North Watt Avenue Corridor Plan

1.17 million sf retail, 714.7 ksf office, 7,200 

condo/townhouse no
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Sacramento Region GHG Thresholds Committee - Projects List - Land Use Threshold Level

Project 

Type
1 Air District Project Description Project Size2 Total unmitigated 

emissions3

Exempt using 

1100 MT/year or 

land use size 

equivalent?5

MU Sacramento Southeast Policy Area (formerly Southeast Area Specific Plan and Rezone)

4,850 du, commercial, industrial and office 

uses no

MU Sacramento Suncreek Specific Plan aka Sunrise Douglas 2 4,697 du, commercial uses no

MU FeatherRiver Nichols Grove Specific Plan 1609 du no

MU Placer Creekview Specific Plan

501 acres, 2,011 sf and mfdu, 15.7 acres 

parks, 7 acre school site, 19.3 acres 

commercial no

MU Placer Sierra Vista Specific Plan

2,064 acres, 8,679 sf and mfdu, 259 acres 

commercial, 106 acres parks, 56 acres 

schools no

MU Placer Placer Vineyard Town Center

196 acres, medium and hig density 

residential and commercial mix. 27,194.11                     no

MU Placer Westpark Phase 4

Modification to specific plan, adding 23 

residential units, reducing industrial uses 63,167.02                     no

MU Placer Fiddyment Ranch Amendment

1,661 du, 586 low, 609 medium and 472 

high density units no

MU YoloSolano Landmark Family Project 64 du, 4 ksf retail 896.42                          yes

MU YoloSolano Brighton Landing

769 du, 650 elementary students, 1200 

junior high students, 6 acre park, 25 ksf 

retail 17,567.81                     no

MU YoloSolano Cannery

551 du, 171 ksf retail, 650 elementary 

students 14,070.29                     no

MU YoloSolano Vanden Meadows

939 du, 650 elementary students, 7.4 acre 

park 18,448.15                     no

MU Sacramento Cordova Hills 20,000 du, office, commercial, university 194,321.67                  no

COM Placer Life Time Fitness

120 ksf fitness, 110 ksf tennis, 58.5 ksf pool 

deck, 12 ksf child care center 4,793.51                       no

COM Placer Gen office 20 ksf 264.49                          yes

COM Sacramento Capital Village & Capital Village Commercial 4.2 ksf restaurant yes

COM FeatherRiver Sutter Lamon Business Center 38.7 ksf 608.61                          yes

COM Placer Comm commercial 20 ksf rural yes

COM Placer Drug store with drive thru 1.5 ksf 72.05                             yes

COM El Dorado Latrobe Market 2.4 ksf yes

COM El Dorado GreenValley Convenience Center 8 gas pumps, 1.97 ksf fast food restaurant 1,182.28                       no

COM Placer Quality restaurant 15 ksf 908.22                          yes

COM Sacramento CHW med office 65 ksf 1,778.19                       no

COM FeatherRiver Fresn N Easy Walgreens

14.5 ksf pharmacy, 14 ksf supermarket, 2.5 

ksf retail 1,964.19                       no
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Sacramento Region GHG Thresholds Committee - Projects List - Land Use Threshold Level

Project 

Type
1 Air District Project Description Project Size2 Total unmitigated 

emissions3

Exempt using 

1100 MT/year or 

land use size 

equivalent?5

COM FeatherRiver Yuba Crossing Shopping Center

35.6 ksf retail, 14.6 ksf pharmacy drive 

thru, 5.6 ksf sit down restaurant, 39.7 ksf 

light industrial 3,678.57                       no

COM YoloSolano Comm, mixd use 45.5 ksf 2,394.20                       no

COM Placer Comm supermkt 50 ksf no

COM Sacramento Walmart (Galt) 133 ksf 4,195.59                       no

COM Sacramento Cal Waste Recycling Processing Center 97 ksf recycling center 1,207.83                       no

COM Sacramento CARMAX 59.3 ksf car dealer, 19 acres parking no

COM Sacramento Entertainment Complex 59.8 ksf theater, bowling alley, restaurant 3,070.82                       no

COM Sacramento Moore Sheldon Center

27.4 ksf commerical, 8 pump gas station, 

1.8 ksf office, fast food 3,656.97                       no

COM Sacramento Simmerhorn Commercial Complex 500 ksf commercial retail no

COM Sacramento Walmart Supercenter (North Highlands) 124 ksf supercenter no

COM Placer Bohemia 155 ksf 8,354.69                       no

PUB Sacramento C.W. Dillard Elementary renovation 875 students, 12.3 acres 924.92                          yes

PUB Sacramento Folsom Lake College: Rancho Cordova Center 78 ksf college, 370 parking spaces 1,544.04                       no

PUB YoloSolano California Charter College 650 student charter school 943.41                          yes

PUB FeatherRiver Calvary Christian Center

80 ksf church, 16.4 ksf (200 students) 

elementary school, 612 parking spaces, 

play fields no

PUB El Dorado Church 4.54 ksf 59.53                             yes

PUB Sacramento Level II Infill Correctional Facilities Project

792 bed prison, 9861.38 MT CO2e/year 

(CalEEMod version 2011) 9,861.38                       no

PUB Sacramento Walker Park 40 acre park 90.10                             yes

PUB Sacramento Cosumnes Elementary School 76 ksf elementary school, 2.5 acres park 1,259.36                       no

Total projects 74 20

NOTES:

2 - du-dwelling unit, ksf-thousand square feet, sf-square feet

1 - RES-residential, MU-mixed use, COM-commercial/retail, PUB-public/civic

5 - 1100 MT/yr equates to 54 sfdu, 63 ksf office, 29 ksf retail, 12.5 ksf supermarket - CalEEMod 2013.2.2

3 - CalEEMod version 2013.2 or newer, except for Level II Infill Correctional Facilities Project (2011), operational year 2020
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Sacramento Region GHG Thresholds Committee - Projects List - Comparing 2020 Project to NAT

Project 

Type
Air District Project Description Project Size

Total Emissions 

NAT

Emissions in 

2020 without 

mitigation

% Reduction 

includes only 

state measures

project specific 

% reduction 

needed to get 

to 21.7%

Total Emissions 

2020 with 

mitigation

% Reduction 

includes state 

measures and 

project 

mitigation

Mitigation included

RES Sacramento Campus Crest Student Housing 224 mfdu, 604 parking spaces 2,325.06        1,858.59      20.06% 1.64% 1,835.44      21.06% Title 24 -15%, low flow water fixtures

RES Sacramento River Oaks 358 du 5,857.26        4,728.69      19.27% 2.43% 4,572.19      21.94% Title 24 - 15%, low flow water fixtures, improve ped network on and off-site

MU Sacramento The Creamery 217 du, retail, office, industry 5,510.55        4,403.02      20.10% 1.60% 3,385.94      38.56%
Increase density, increase diversity, walkability design, improve destination access, 

increase transit accessibility, improve ped network on and off site, limit parking supply

MU Sacramento Arboretum 3,926 du, retail, office, schools 108,442.38    88,207.42    18.66% 3.04% 76,553.78    29.41%
increase diversity, improve ped network onsite, traffic calming, expand transit network, 

transit subsidy, rideshare, title 24 - 5%, low flow fixtures

MU YoloSolano Brighton Landing

769 du, 650 elementary students, 1200 junior high 

students, 6 acre park, 25 ksf retail 20,090.14      17,567.81    12.56% 9.14% 15,743.55    21.64%
increase diversity, improve ped network on and off site, Title 24 - 15%, low flow water 

fixtures

MU YoloSolano Cannery 551 du, 171 ksf retail, 650 elementary students 17,940.95      14,070.29    21.57% 0.13% 12,865.07    28.29%
improve destination accessibility, increase transit accessibility, improve ped network 

onsite, solid waste recycling 10%

MU YoloSolano Vanden Meadows 939 du, 650 elementary students, 7.4 acre park 20,750.12      18,448.15    11.09% 10.61% 17,814.40    14.15% Title 24 - 15%, low flow fixtures, solid waste recycling 5%

MU Sacramento Cordova Hills 20,000 du, office, commercial, university 244,592.43    194,321.67  20.55% 1.15% 160,344.29  34.44%

Increase density, increase diversity, improve destination access, increase transit 

accessibility, improve ped network on site, traffic calming, new expanded transit, increase 

transit frequency, TMA, Title 24 - 20%, On-site renewable - 20%, energy efficient 

applicances (fans and dishwashers)

COM Sacramento CHW med office 65,000 sq ft 2,166.40        1,778.19      17.92% 3.78% 1,609.09      25.73%

improve diversity, improve ped network on and off-site, improve transit accessibility, 

improve destination to downtown, TMA 100% voluntary, Title 24 - 15%, low flow bathroon 

faucet and toilet

COM FeatherRiver Fresn N Easy Walgreens 14.5 ksf pharmacy, 14 ksf supermarket, 2.5 ksf retail 2,400.48        1,964.19      18.18% 3.52% 1,952.80      18.65% Improve diversity, improve ped network on and off-site

COM FeatherRiver Yuba Crossing Shopping Center

35.6 ksf retail, 14.6 ksf pharmacy drive thru, 5.6 ksf sit 

down restaurant, 39.7 ksf light industrial 3,803.77        3,678.57      3.29% 18.41% 3,645.46      4.16% Title 24 - 15%, low flow water fixtures

COM Placer Comm supermkt 50,000 sq ft 4,479.74        3,686.99      17.70% 4.00% 3,520.43      21.41% Title 24 - 15%, low flow water fixtures, solid waste recycling 50%

COM Sacramento Walmart (Galt) 133,000 sq ft 5,323.36        4,195.59      21.19% 0.51% 3,803.74      28.55%
Title 24 - 15%, low flow water fixtures, improve ped network on and off-site, improve 

diversity, increase transit accessibility, traffic calming 75%, high efficiency lighting 25%

COM Sacramento Cal Waste Recycling Processing Center 97 ksf recycling center 1,444.93        1,253.66      13.24% 8.46% 1,207.83      16.41% Title 24 - 15%, low flow water fixtures

COM Sacramento Entertainment Complex 59.8 ksf theater, bowling alley, restaurant 3,885.78        3,070.82      20.97% 0.73% 3,023.13      22.20% Increase diversity, improve ped network onsite and offsite, Title 24 - 15%

COM Sacramento Moore Sheldon Center 27.4 ksf commerical, 8 pump gas station 4,728.21        3,656.97      22.66% -0.96% 3,443.53      27.17%
Title 24 - 15%, low flow water fixtures, improve ped network on and off-site, improve 

diversity, low flow water fixtures

COM Placer Bohemia 155 ksf commercial, 18 pump gas station 10,482.41      8,354.69      20.30% 1.40% 7,581.34      27.68%
increase density of jobs/job acre, improve ped network, traffic calming, limit parking, title 

24 - 20%, Efficient lighting 20%, water efficient irrigation, solid waste recycling 50%

PUB Sacramento C.W. Dillard Elementary renovation 875 students, 12.3 acres 1,148.89        924.92         19.49% 2.21% 908.08          20.96% Title 24 - 15%, low flow water fixtures

PUB Sacramento

Folsom Lake College: Rancho Cordova 

Center 78 ksf college, 370 parking spaces 1,946.77        1,544.04      20.69% 1.01% 1,513.17      22.27% Title 24 -15%, low flow water fixtures

21 20 3.84% 10

total projects failed with 

no 

mitigation

-0.96% failed with 

mitigation, 

additional 

mitigation 

needed

18.41%
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Sacramento Region GHG Thresholds Committee - Project List - Infrastructure Review

Project Name
Average tons/year GHG 

construction emissions

Twin Cities Road Widening 26

American River Common Features WRDA 96 Remaining Sites Phase 2A, Sites R8, L8 107 

Folsom Blvd Widening and Ramona Avenue Extension 237

South Sacramento County Streams Project Design Refinements 334 

Twin Cities Road/Hwy 99 Interchange Improvements 356

Folsom Dam and Reservoir Raw Water Pipeline Bypass 420

American River Common Features Lower American River Features Natomas East Main 

Drain Canal
429 

American River Watershed Common Features Project WRDA 96 Remaining Sites Phase 

1:  R1, R5, R6 and L12
488 

American River Common Features WRDA 96 Remaining Sites Site R10 488 

CSA T-Main and Florin Road Sewer Pipeline 512

Sacramento River Bank Protection Project 25 Erosion Sites 2009 and 2010 628 

American River Common Features Lower American River Features Jacob Lane A, B and 

C
720 

PG&E DFM Pipeline 894

American River Common Features WRDA 96 Remaining Sites L7, L10, R3A and R7 902 

White Rock Road Widening, Improvements and Safety 977

State Route 99 Elverta Road Interchange 1,191

I-5 HOV Lanes Project 1,349

Folsom Dam Safety and Flood Damage Reduction Project (Joint Federal Project) (phase 

V)
6,530 

Natomas Levee Improvement Program- Landside (4b) 13,700 

Total projects 19

Total Emissions 30,288

90% capture of emissions 27,259

Total emissions captured with 1,100 MT threshold 
22,481

% capture using 1,100 MT threshold 74%
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Appendix B – ENVIRON Quantification Documents 

 

Quantification of Greenhouse Gas Emissions for Non-Transportation Analysis, ENVIRON 

International Corporation, November 2013 

 

Quantification of Greenhouse Gas Emissions for Transportation Analysis, ENVIRON 

International Corporation, November 2013 

 

  







































































 

 

Appendix C 

 

Applying a Service Population (or Per Capita) Threshold to Local Projects 

 

The Thresholds Committee undertook a process to apply the Bay Area AQMD’s 

methodology to the Sacramento region.  The methodology was fully described and 

based on statewide GHG emissions inventory, and population and employment data. 

The Thresholds Committee calculated a threshold of 4.82 metric tons of CO2e per 

service population per year, using the state GHG emissions inventory and population 

and employment data for land use in the Sacramento region.  This threshold was then 

applied to 29 local projects of various types and sizes considered representative of 

development in the region.  Results of the review showed that none of the 29 projects 

could meet the 4.82 metric tons of CO2e per service population per year threshold. The 

Thresholds Committee determined that it would not be reasonable to proceed with a 

threshold that required all projects, regardless of size, to conduct the same level of 

analysis and carry the same mitigation burden.  The Thresholds Committee then tried 

different variations of per capita thresholds, splitting out transportation and energy 

emissions, and examining different levels of emission reduction targets, but determined 

that the variations would create confusion for project proponents and local jurisdictions.   

 

A per capita threshold would hold all projects, regardless of size, to the same GHG 

emissions analysis and mitigation standards. This approach is not cost-effective for 

small projects and could impede their development.  Therefore, the Thresholds 

Committee sought to develop a threshold that would ensure that at least 90 percent of 

emissions from projects in the region would be reviewed and analyzed to determine if 

additional mitigation should be required, while exempting small projects from the 

requirement to analyze GHG emissions and mitigate. 
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